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0. Introduction. In (13) Wall classified up to diffeomorphism, PL-homeomorphism,
topological homeomorphism, and homotopy equivalence all closed, oriented, 1-
connected smooth (or PL) 6-manifolds with torsion-free homology and vanishing
second Stiefel-Whitney class. This paper extends these classifications to all closed,
oriented, 1-connected topological 6-manifolds with torsion-free homology. The method
differs from that of (13) but uses two special cases of Wall's classification.
We shall work in the categories of smooth, PL, and topological manifolds and maps,
and 'manifold', 'homeomorphism', etc., are to be interpreted consistently in any one
of these categories.
I am grateful to the Royal Society for a Fellowship in the European Programme,
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1. Invariants of the manifolds. Let M be a closed, oriented, 1-connected 6-manifold
with torsion-free homology. The cohomology of M is determined by: H = H2(M),
a finitely generated free abelian group; r = rank.ff3(Jf)/2, a non-negative integer;
IM:H®H®H -> Z, a symmetric homomorphism given by the cup-product evaluated
on the fundamental class. There are also the following characteristic classes:
weH2(M;Z) = H®12,
the second Stiefel-Whitney class; peH^MiZ) =~H.omz(H,Z), the first Pontrjagin
class; AeH4(M;Z2) = Homz (H,Z2), the triangulation class (the obstruction to lifting
the stable tangent bundle of i f to a PL bundle (8)). (That the first Pontrjagin class of
a topological bundle is an integral class can be seen as follows. The generator of
Z2 = TT3{TOPJPL) <= n^BTOP) ((10), 5-5) can be represented by a map S* U 2e5^-BT0P.
As BTOP has the homotopy type of a loop space(l), we can combine this map with
the inclusion of BO in BTOP to get a map BO x (S* U
 2e
5)->BTOP. This map is 5-
connected. I t follows that the inclusion of BO in BTOP induces an isomorphism
H*(BT0P;Z) -+ H*(B0;Z).)
We obtain relations between the invariants by applying the .4-integrality theorem
((5), 26-1-1). (This was suggested by E.G.Rees.) As H2(M;Z2) = H®Z2, there is
W eH which reduces mod2 to w. For xeH there is a complex line bundle 7) over M
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with first Chern class x ((6), thm. 3-4, p. 234). Msoch(i)) = exp(a;)((5), 10-1). Supposed
is smooth, then by the A -integrality theorem
<exp (JF/2).exp (z). (1-p/24), [Jf]>eZ,
/i(W+2x,W+2x, W + 2x) = p(W+2x) (mod 48).
To'get a similar relation for topological manifolds we argue as follows. The obstruction
to lifting the stable normal spherical fibration of M to a vector bundle is an element of
H3(M;n2(G/0)) which has image OeH3(M;n2(GITOP)) under the obvious map of
coefficients. As n2(G/0) -> n2(G/T0P) is an isomorphism, the above obstruction
vanishes. We may then do surgery as in the proof of Theorem 8 of (13) to get a smooth
manifold M' homotopy equivalent to M. The stable tangent bundles of M and M'
are classified by elements of [M;BTOP] which have the same image in [M;BG]. As
TT2(BTOP) = 7T2(BG), the bundles restricted to a 2-skeleton are isomorphic, and there
is a difference element in H^Min^BTOP)) with image OeH^M-.n^BG)). Now
Z = n^BO) -> n^BG) = Z24 is reduction mod 24, it follows from ((10), 5-5) that
Z2 = n3(T0PIPL) -* na(G) = Z24
is non-trivial, and the generator of n^BO) defines a bundle with Pontrjagin class 2(12).
Thus the stable tangent bundles of M and M' have the same value of p + 24T mod 48,
where TeHom 2 (H,Z) reduces mod 2 to A. As /i and w are homotopy invariants, we
have
fi(2x +W,2x+ W, 2x + W) = (p + 24T) (2x + W) (mod 48).
I t will follow from Theorem 1 that there are essentially no other relations.
2. The classification. As a first step towards a normal form for our manifolds we
can split off copies of S3 x S3. The smooth and PL cases of the following are Theorem 1
of (13)-the topological case is proved analogously.
THEOREM 0. Let M be a closed, oriented, 1-connected Q-manifold. Then
where H3(M±) is finite.
Thus we need consider only manifolds M with H3(M) = 0, and this we now do.
DEFINITION. A based manifold of rank s is a pair (M, e) where M is a closed, oriented,
1-connected6-manifoldwithH2(M) = ®{Z,H3(M) = 0,ande = {et: 1 < i ^ s}isabase
of H2{M) such that, for i > 1, w{ei) =. 0eZ2, where weH2(M ;Z2) is the second Stiefel-
Whitney class. A based homeomorphism of based manifolds / : (M, e) -> (M', e') is an
orientation-preserving homeomorphism/: M -> M' such that/+(e{) = e[.
Let $2 x .D4 denote the total space of the non-trivial D4-bundle over S2, and put
Bt = +1{S2 x D4), B~ = {S2xDi) + (-l-r1^2 x Z>4)), where + denotes boundary con-
nected sum. Choose an orientation of Bf and choose eieH2(dB^:), 1 < i ^ s, so that
e^  is the image of a fundamental class of the ith copy of Sz.
PROPOSITION 1. There is a bijection from the set of concordance classes of orientation-
preserving homeomorphisms of dBf{dB~) which induce the identity on H2{dB£) (H2(8B~))
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to the set Mf(M~) of based homeomorphism classes of based manifolds of rank s with
w = O(w#O).
Proof. I f / is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the type considered,
then Bf U
 fBf with orientation given by the chosen one on the first copy of Bf and with
base of H2(Bf u fBf) given by the image of {%: 1 s? i < 5} is a based manifold of ranks
and has w as required. A concordance between such homeomorphisms/, g gives a con-
cordance of g o /"1 to the identity. This extends the identity on the copies of Bf to
a based homeomorphism
Bf U
 fBf = Bf U x(dBf x I) u fBf -> Bf u x(dBf x I) U fif = Bf U ^ Bf.
Let (M, e) be a based manifold of rank 5. Then e determines a 3-connected map
Bf -> if. As77i1(O) = n-^PL) = n^TOP) is detected by w2, it follows from the immersion
theorem (4,2,9,) that this map is homotopic to an orientation-preserving immersion
Bf -*• M if w = 0, Bj -¥• M if w =)= 0. By general position we get an embedding.
Embedding two disjoint copies of Bf in M in this homotopy class (one orientation-
preserving and one orientation-reversing), and using the A-cobordism theorem, we
see that there is a homeomorphism of dBf of the type considered such that the corre-
sponding based manifold is based homeomorphic to (M, e). As
TT2(0) = n2(PL) = n2(TOP) = 0,
a similar argument shows that the homeomorphism is unique up to concordance.
Concordance classes of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of dBf which induce
the identity on H2(dBf) form a group under composition. Thus there are corresponding
group structures on M+ and M~.
PROPOSITION 2. The cup-product, Pontrjagin class, and triangulation class define
homomorphisms
p: M± -» Hom2 (®3 (©fZ),Z),
p: M± -> Homz (©f 1,1), A: M± -> Homz (©? 1,12).
Proof. If (M, e) represents an element of M±, the base of H2(M) dual to e defines an
isomorphism ©f / ->• H2(M). /i, p and A are then defined using the /i, p, A of section 1.
Now dBf ~ Vl(S*vS3) ue5. Let ^en^dBf), ilen^dBf) be the homotopy classes
of the inclusion maps of the ith. copies of S2,8s. Let/, g be homotopy classes of orientation-
preserving homotopy equivalences of dBf inducing the identity on H2(dBf). By
Poincare" duality,/and g induce the identity on H3(dBf). Then, by the Hilton-Mihior
theorem (3), / determines Aj(/), A^.(/) e 1, j > k such that
/ o 4 = 4 + S £, o r,. Aj(/) + S [*,, 1*] • Ak(/),
where 7/ena(S2) has Hopf invariant 1. A s / o ^ = if = goit, we have
Ajfo o/) = Aj(gr) + A}(/), Ajft(gr o / ) = A^(gr) + Afe(/).
Let (JW, e) be a based manifold corresponding to a concordance class of homeo-
morphisms with homotopy class fe [dBf; dBf]. Up to homotopy M is obtained from
Bf ~ V{S2 by attaching by the /o i\ the 4-cells given by the base of H^M) = E\M)
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dual to e, and then attaching a 6-cell. As r/ has Hopf invariant 1, and the Whitehead
product of a generator of S2 with itself has functional product 1, it follows as in
((13), thm. 4) that
<ej u ej U e'k, [Jf]> = AJ(/) (j = k),
AM/) (j>k),
where {e^ : 1 ^ i ^ s} is the base of H2(M) dual to e, and [if] eH6(M) is the fundamental
class. Thus /* is a homomorphism.
Consider M = Bf u (&B± x /) u Bf. As £± ~ V{ S2, there is a unique equivalence
class of reductions to a PL bundle of the restriction to Bf U Bf of the stable tangent
bundle of M. The triangulation class of M is the obstruction to extending this over
8Bf x I. As
Bf U gofBt = Bf u
 g(dBf x I) u !(a^= x /) u fBf,
it follows that A is a homomorphism.
Similarly, the double of the stable tangent bundle has trivial restriction to Bf U Bf,
and any two trivialisations are equivalent, for w2: n2{BTOP) -> Z2 is an isomorphism,
and n2{TOP) = 0. The obstruction in H^M; n^BTOP)) to extending such a trivialisa-
tion over dBf x I maps to 2p(M)eH4(M; Z) under the change of coefficients given by
the universal first Pontrjagin class (12). Thus p is a homomorphism.
PROPOSITION 3.
is a monomorphism.
Proof. Let (M, e) represent an element of M+ in the kernal of n@p@H.. Then M
admits a PL structure (8). By ((13), thm. 5) (if, e) is based diffeomorphic to
with the standard base.
Now let {M, e) represent an element of M~ in the kernel of /i@p® A. We shall split
M as the connected sum of the non-trivial $4-bundle over S2 and Mo, where Mo and
the restriction of e represent an element of Mjlj^ in the kernel of /n@p@A. Let K be
the complement in i f of a point. I t follows from the proof of Proposition 2 that there
is a homotopy equivalence V{(S2 V S4) ->• K taking chosen fundamental classes of the
tth S2, S* to e^H^K) = H2(M), e^eH^K) = HA{M) = H2(M), where {e'f 1 < i < s} is
the base dual to e. Let i^n^K), i^en^K) be the homotopy classes of the inclusions of
the ith S2, S*. An attaching map for the top cell of i f determines an element aen5(K).
By the Hilton-Milnor theorem (3),
a = S tt o <*! + 21\ o a\ + £ [iu i•] o atj + 'L[ti, ij] o a'tj
where at eTT5(S2); atj ens(83); a\, aijk en^S4); a#, aiilden5(S5). (The Jacobi identity has
been used to re-express Whitehead products of the form [[tf, ij,[tfc, tj].) Considering
intersection numbers we see tha ta^ = 8^. The a^ determine Sq2: H^M; Z2) ->• H6(M;Z2)
which is dual to w2, so a\ = 0 (i > 1), aj =
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Suspension n^S11) -»• nb(Sn+1) is an isomorphism for n = 2,3, 4, and so is composition
with 8hj: n^S2) -> TT5(*S2). Thus we can find ffien^S2), ^en^S3) (j > k),
such that
8ft = -Sn(an+ftuoS*V) (i,j) 4= (1,1),
where A: n^S2) -> 7T5(JS4) is h2 of ((11), p. 37) followed by suspension. Then there is
fe [K; K\ with/o Lt = it and
/O 4 = S
 Hoft
By the Whitehead theorem, as/induces isomorphisms in homology, it is a homotopy
equivalence. Thus another homotopy class of an attaching map for the top cell of M is
foa= •Eliio(ai+jS1ioS27i) + t'1oS2i] + Sfc, Q + £ [t,, i,] o atj
i l i
where Oye7r5(<S3), aijfc e 77-5(<S4) (using Steer's theorem on Whitehead products of
compositions ((11), 3-3)).
Put G = S* v (FJ-HS2 V -S4)). Then there is a map of G into Z taking the homotopy
class of the ith S2, 8* to ii+1, tj. Thus we can regard 77'5(Cf) as a subgroup of ns(K). Put
y=foa-i'1o827l- [ix, L[]. Then y e n5(C).
The total space of the non-trivial <S4-bundle over S2 is the union of two copies of
D2 x $4 with their boundaries identified by a map of S1 x 8* to itself. Composing this
with projection onto #4 and the inclusion in C of the first copy of $4, we get a map
g: S1xSi-^G. Then G u
 g(D2 x <S4) ~ K U ce6, where c = i{ o 82TJ + [ilt L[] ((7), 3-7).
Altering g on an embedded D5 in 81 x S* by a representative of y we get h: SlxSi ->G
such that C U
 h{D2 x S 4 ) ~ Z u /O(Ie6 ~ M. Now the trivial S1 - fibration over 8*, G, g,
and such a homotopy equivalence define a Poincare embedding of #4 in M. (By
((14), 2-7 (ii)), (C, 81 x 8*) is a Poincar6 pair.) As (M, e) represents an element of ker A,
Jf has a smooth structure. Now TT^G) = 0, so n^G/0) -> 7r3(O) is monomorphic. Also,
the Pontrjagin class p: n3(O) -> Z is monomorphic ((12), 4-1). As (M, e) represents an
element of ker (p), the tangential structure induced on Si by the Poincare embedding
is the natural one. By Browder's embedding theorem ((14), 11-3), there is a smooth
embedding of 8* x D2 in M inducing the above Poincare" embedding. Doing surgery
on this we get a closed, oriented, smooth manifold Mo. Also, e determines a base e0
of H2(M0). I t can be seen that (Mo, e0) represents an element of M+_x n ker (/i@p®&).
Thus (Mo, e0) is based diffeomorphic to # J"1 S2 x S4 with the standard base. We recover
(M, e) by doing surgery on an embedded S1 x D5. Such embeddings are classified up
to isotopy by an element of 7T1(O5) = 12 determining the framing. As M has w 4= 0,
(M, e) is based diffeomorphic to B~ u
 tB^ with the standard base.
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THEOREM 1. Orientation-preserving homeomorphism classes of closed, oriented, 1-
connected 6- manifolds with torsion-free homology correspond bijectively with isomorphism
classes of systems of invariants:
r a non-negative integer,
H a finitely-generated free abelian group,





fi{2x + W, 2x + W, 2x + W) = (p + 24T) (2x + W) (mod 48)
for all xeH, where WeH, T = Homz(H, Z) reduce mod 2 to w, A. Such a manifold has
a smooth (or PL) structure iff A = 0.
Proof. The invariants are defined in section 1. Uniqueness of manifolds with given
invariants follows from Theorem 0 and Propositions 1, 2, 3, together with the remark
that such a manifold M with H3(M) = 0 always admits a base e making (M, e) a based
manifold.
Now let r, H, /i, w, p, A be a system of invariants as above. We can choose a base
{ef: 1 < i < s] of H such that the dual base e' = {e'f 1 ^  i ^ s} satisfies e'^w) = 0 for
i > 1. We have dBf ~ Vl(S2wS3) U e5. Let qen^dBt), t^en^dBf) be the homotopy
classes of theith copies of S2, S3. Define A = (A1,..., A8) 6 ©\nz{dBf) by
,epe>\^orj + 2 fi(eitepek)[i},ik].
i>k
I t follows from ((7), 3-7) that the obstruction in n^dBf) to extending
yUk v A*) e [ V{(S2 v S3); dBf]
to an element of [8B+;8B+] if w = 0, [dB-;dB~] if w 4= 0 is S(A<oe;(
Using symmetry of fi, the given congruence relation, Steer's theorem ((li), 3-3), and
the Jacobi identity, we see that this vanishes. Thus there is a map/of dBf to itself as
required, /induces isomorphisms in homology, so is a homotopy equivalence. Bf u fBf
is therefore a Poincar^ complex, and by ((13), thm. 8) it has the homotopy type of a
smooth manifold M. If p e H\M; Z) is the first Pontrjagin class of M, M has invariants
0, H, ft, w, p, 0. Then for xeH, p(x) = p(x) (mod 24), and if w(ex) + 0,
Wi) = (P + 2421) K) (mod 48).
By ((13), thm. 5) there is a smooth based manifold (MQ, e0) of rank 1 with vanishing
cup-product and Stiefel-Whitney class, and with Pontrjagin class 24. It follows from
Propositions 1 and 2 that, by adding to the class of (M, e') in M* the class of suitable
connected sums of (Mo, e0) with copies of 8* bundles over $2 with standard bases, we
can obtain the class of a based manifold (Mlt e j with invariants 0, H, /i, w, px, 0 where
p1=p + 2<kT (mod 48). (p — p1)/24: defines an element of
H\MX;T) = H'iMi.ir^GITOP)).
This determines the homotopy class of a map of a 4-skeleton of M1 into G/TOP which
is trivial on a 2-skeleton. As TTh(G\TOP) = 0, this extends to an element of [M^G/TOP].
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Altering the normal bundle of M1 by this gives a lift to a stable topological bundle £
of the stable normal spherical fibration of Mv As the map given by the Pontrjagin
class nA{BO) ->• / is multiplication by 2 ((12), 4-1), and using ((10), 5-5), £ has Pontrjagin
class p and triangulation class A.
The above reduction of the stable normal spherical fibration of Mx to E, gives rise
to a surgery problem. There is an obstruction in TT6(G/TOP) to doing the surgery.
Altering the reduction over the top cell of Mx by the obstruction we obtain a reduction
to a stable topological bundle £2 with surgery obstruction zero. Thus we may do
surgery to get a manifold M2 homotopy equivalent to M± with stable normal bundle
£x. As £, Ci are isomorphic over a 4-skeleton, M2 has Pontrjagin class p and triangula-
tion class A. Finally M2 #(#J*S3 x S3) has invariants r, H, ft, w, p, A as required.
The final statement follows from (do), § 5).
COROLLARY. TWO closed, 1-connected, smooth 6-manifolds with torsion-free homology
are diffeomorphic iff they are (topologically) homeomorphic.
There is also a homotopy classification.
THEOREM 2. Orientation-preserving homotopy-equivalence classes of oriented, 1-
connected, finite Poincare complexes of dimension 6 with torsion-free homology and first
exotic class zero correspond bijectively with isomorphism classes of systems of invariants:
r a non-negative integer,
H a finitely-generated free abelian group,
a symmetric homomorphism,
satisfying
p^fi(2x +W,2x+ W, 2x+W) = h(2x + W)
for allxeH where W eH reduces mod 2 to w and p^ is reduction mod 48.
Each such Poincare complex has the homotopy type of a smooth manifold.
Proof. As the first exotic class n2{Gj0) -»• Z2 is an isomorphism, the final statement
follows from the proof of ((13), thm. 8).
Given such a Poincare complex, r, H, fi, w are defined as the corresponding invariants
of a smooth manifold of the same oriented homotopy type, and are clearly oriented
homotopy type invariants, h is the reduction mod 48 of the Pontrjagin class of any
smooth manifold of the given oriented homotopy type. By the argument at the end
of section 1, h is well denned. The relation follows from that of Theorem 1.
Given two such Poincare" complexes with isomorphic systems of invariants, repre-
sent them by oriented smooth manifolds Mlt M2. The Pontrjagin classes of Mx and
M2 are congruent mod 48. By the argument at the end of the proof of Theorem 1,
we can alter the lift to a vector bundle of the stable normal spherical fibration of
M2 and do surgery to get an oriented smooth manifold M3, oriented homotopy
equivalent to M2 and with the same Pontrjagin class as M±. By Theorem 1, Mx and M3
are oriented homeomorphic, and so Mt and M2 are oriented homotopy equivalent.
20 P S P 73
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